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From striking, sculpturAl jewelry to Furnishings thAt  
bubble with liFe, the creAtions oF mr. o cut to the essence  

oF style using innovAtive, Attention-grAbbing detAils.
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ita motta perez possesses the 
uncanny ability to wrap herself in a 
piece of fabric and know instantly 
how it will translate into an accent 
pillow. “if it would make a good 

dress,” she says, “it would look good in a room.” 
Along with her husband and business partner, 
michael perez, she is one-half of the powerhouse 
duo behind design atelier mr. o. From their 
studio in the burgeoning creative enclave of 
miami ironside, the twosome’s imaginative 
synergy results in cutting-edge rugs, furniture, 
accessories and jewelry, as well as interior 
design collaborations. in short, she draws and 
sketches, while he determines how the designs 
work together and takes their eclectic mix of 
products to market. “i just try and keep up with 
her mile-a-minute mind,” says perez, who fell 
hard 15 years ago when he walked into south 
miami design boutique Arango and spied his 
future wife. “i was not in a great mood that day, 
and then i see this beautiful woman on a ladder 
wearing high heels,” he recalls. “in that moment, 
everything changed.” 

wearing heels even on a precarious perch only 
hinted at her steadfast commitment to all things 
design, a dedication her husband would embrace 
with equal fervor. “we are not normal people; we 
personify design,” says motta perez, who studied 
furniture and product design and architecture 
while she was in her native italy. “we even match 
our toothbrushes to the color of the toothpaste. 
we can’t help ourselves.”  

the couple’s eccentric creations—like the 
elaborate necklaces motta perez handcrafts using 

silicon, clay and resin—command attention and 
impart whimsy with their cheerful overtones. take 
their vibrant rugs for tai ping—no quiet neutral 
backdrops here. instead, the exuberant saturated 
magenta, citron and vermilion hues sculpted from 
wool and silk into a bubble pattern are just as 
likely to end up on the wall. And a shimmering 
gold bubble cabinet, inspired by champagne that 
effervesces like a fine moët & chandon, is at 
once quirky and elegant. “the cabinets in the 
welk collection have a personality of their own, 
but they blend very well with antiques and 
modern furniture and objects,” says perez, who 
studied fashion illustration and honed his 
knowledge of the design industry while working 
for holly hunt and stephanie odegard collection. 

At the core of all they produce is a firm shared 
embrace of the child within. “design is serious big 
business,” says perez. “but our pieces are meant 
to evoke humor and playfulness, and hopefully 
help people enjoy that side of themselves.”  

left: mr. o’s michael perez and 
rita motta perez, far left, apply 
their imaginations to interior 
designs. shown are sketches 
for a recent residential project 
and custom hardware.

below left: mr. o dreams up 
fanciful products, like this 
bubble-themed rug for tai 
ping, and the necklace and 
champagne-like cabinets 
on the previous pages. the 
cabinets are crafted by motta 
perez’s brother, riccardo motta. 

below right: the piazza 
outside of the mr. o studio 
features a painted blue 
motif—a take on an installation 
they once did in collaboration 
with Fatboy. “DESIGN IS SERIOUS 

BUSINESS. BUT OUR 
PIECES ARE MEANT 
TO EVOKE HUMOR 

AND PLAYFULNESS, 
AND HOPEFULLY 

HELP PEOPLE 
ENJOY THAT SIDE 
OF THEMSELVES.” 

-MICHAEL PEREZ 
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